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Comparative Federalism 2012-12-06
modem societies like organized societies of all eras suffer from antithetical aspirations from competing institutionalizations of that which is desirable and that which though unwelcome is inevitable men
clearly see the advantages of localism of the self determination of small peoples of l amour du chocher uninhibited by imperial sovereign ty at the same time men everywhere are seeing the clear
necessity of bigness in organization of national effort when the question is military organization no one has much doubt that strength derives from power ful union the swiss to be sure have continued
independent not because of their power but because of the convenience of their in dependent existence in a world society of titans there must be members who are small respected independent and
unfeared available to be intermediaries if switzerland did not exist it would have been necessary to invent her but the power centers are those with the big battalions and the megatons of bombs both
demand great aggregates tomorrow s military power structure is calculated in the hundreds of millions of people the world will afford only a few switzerlands the drive toward bigness is as inevitable in
the economic world as in that of destructive machines economic problems in the next century and in the next after it will require the concentrated re sources of the nations we must produce adequate
food for the billions or else billions will war against billions

The Ashgate Research Companion to Federalism 2016-04-01
this comprehensive research companion examines the theory practice and historical development of the principle of federalism from the ancient period to the contemporary world it provides a range of
interpretations and integrates theoretical and practical aspects of federalism studies more fully than is usually the case the volume identifies and examines nascent conceptions of the federal idea in
ancient and medieval history and political thought before considering the roots of modern federalism in the ideas of a number of important european political theorists of the sixteenth through eighteenth
centuries the contributors focus on the development and institutionalization of the principle of federalism in the american republic and examine the historical development and central policy debates
surrounding european federalism the final sections investigate contemporary debates about theories of federalism and regional experiences of federalism in a global context including africa india
australia the middle east and north and south america the scope and range of this volume is unparalleled it will provide the reader with a firm understanding of federalism as issues of federalism promise
to play an ever more important role in shaping our world

American Federalism and Individual Rights 2021-02-15
the protection of individual rights and the division of power between the national government and the states are core principles upon which american governance is built but how well do these concepts
work together and to what extent could they be at cross purposes american federalism and individual rights presents both of these founding concepts and explores their compatibility through policy
specific studies including civil rights education marriage equality and physician assisted death written for anyone interested in american politics the author presents all of the foundational information one
would need to make their own assessment of how federalism works to either promote or undermine the protection of the individual in these policy areas along with suggestions for further study

New Federalism 1983
federalism defined generally as a collection of self governing regions under a central government is widely viewed as a sensible choice of polity both for emerging democracies and for established states
but while federal institutions are positively correlated with valued economic democratic and justice outcomes ultimately it is unclear how they are connected and which cause which in democratic
federalism robert inman and daniel rubinfeld explore how federalism works and propose concrete and proven policy guidance on how federalist policies can be designed and implemented successfully the
authors define federalism according to three parameters how much federal revenue comes through local governmental bodies the number of local governmental bodies and the extent to which these
local bodies are represented federally in applying these parameters to economic concepts and theory inman and rubinfeld explain how federalism works in a way meant to engage scholars in political
science and sociology and policymakers drafting regulation in federalist governments the book offers applicable ideas and comparative case studies on how to assess potential policies and how to
actually design federalist institutions from scratch both authors have real experience with both most notably in their work advising the south african government on how to build a federalist democracy
this book will be an essential guide to understanding and applying federalist concepts and principles



Democratic Federalism 2023-09-26
courts and federalism examines recent developments in the judicial review of federalism in the united states australia and canada through detailed surveys of these three countries gerald baier clearly
demonstrates that understanding judicial doctrine is key to understanding judicial power in a federation baier offers overwhelming evidence of doctrine s formative role in division of power disputes and
its positive contribution to the operation of a federal system courts and federalism urges political scientists to take courts and judicial reasoning more seriously in their accounts of federal government

President's Federalism Initiative 1982
this extensive revision of the landmark leading constitutional decisions brings together recent charter cases with the classical cases on the canadian constitution an introductory essay traces the
evolution and distinctive features of judicial review in canada and includes references to the constitution act 1982 and the important changes resulting from it

A New Federalism 1973
this book analyzes the structure of our constitutional system of government providing an overview of the constitutional history of american federalism as it has been developed in decisions of the united
states supreme court federalism a reference guide to the united states constitution provides a thorough examination of this significant and distinctive part of the u s constitutional system documenting its
role in major domestic constitutional controversies in every period of american history although the book is organized historically rather than doctrinally the marked evolutions of important areas of
doctrine are addressed over time these subject areas include the scope of congress s power under the commerce clause the scope of congress s powers under the fourteenth and other post civil war
amendments the states authority to regulate commercial and economic matters when congress is silent the principle of the supremacy of federal law and the law of preemption that follows from it
intergovernmental and sovereign immunities the obligation of state courts to enforce federal law and the scope of national power to regulate or impose obligations on the states

New Federalism 1974
he breen and allison reumann combine qualitative and quantitative research to compare the successes and failures of attempts at federalism in asian countries federalism is an increasingly common
approach to improving governance and resolving ethnic conflict in asia however asian federalism faces three thorny problems first the ethnic federalism paradigm dominates political and intellectual life
rendering political compromise difficult and creating an obstacle to establishing or improving federalism in asia second religious fundamentalism and secular refusal to accommodate religious demands
pose an existential threat to federal politics third a majoritarian democracy is itself a threat to federalism in asia and the peace and stability that it is meant to underpin through a truly comparative
analysis he breen and allison reumann investigate the potential for a hybrid ethnic approach religious moderation and deliberative democracy to overcome these challenges they analyse cases from
across asia both successes and failures these include countries encompassing the first generation of federalism in asia india malaysia and pakistan and challenges faced by the new emerging and aspiring
federal states namely nepal myanmar and sri lanka they demonstrate how federalism can be achieved through compromise and a continual renegotiation of its underpinning values a vital resource for
scholars of political systems in asia and of federalism more broadly

Courts and Federalism 2011-11-01
this book investigates self organizing institutions that resolve institutional collective action dilemmas in federalism urban governance and regional management of natural resources



Federalism and the Charter 1989-07-15
considers s 3509 to establish national intergovernmental affairs council to help coordinate federal state local administration and funding of grants in aid social and economic programs s j res 187 to
establish advisory commission on intergovernmental relations to study and report on federal state local coordination and funding of social economic programs

Current Condition of American Federalism 1982
the theme of the book is as alive today as it ever was the author continues to examine american politics from the perspective of change this edition makes clear that change involves a postmodern
america where international events and nations help share our political environment but change also is examined as it affects our domestic politics and institutions like any good textbook the book
attempts to provide the basic information and understanding of how the american political system operates since this book is intended for an introductory course in american government it provides basic
information on the institutions and principles opeating in the political system pref

New Federalism (Organizational and Procedural Arrangements for Federal Grant Administration) 1974
focuses on issues of unemployment tax policies capital formation and federal programs and budget priorities

Federalism and Environmental Protection 1997
this book investigates the consequences of redundant state and federal environmental regulations in the united states drawing on the most exhaustive statistical analysis of us federal wetland permits
ever constructed the book uncovers the disjointed world of wetland regulation the author starts by examining the socioeconomic and environmental factors driving individuals to apply for environmental
regulatory permits and the regional inconsistencies encountered in federal environmental regulatory program performance the book goes on to demonstrate that states have more power in federal
relationships than scholars often believe and that individual state policies are important even in a time of strong federal governance evidence shows that such intergovernmental redundancy serves to
increase overall regulatory program effectiveness this book breaks new ground in the subjects of federalism and environmental regulation by rejecting the traditional approach of picking winners and
losers in favour of a nuanced demonstration of how redundancy and collaboration between different levels of governance can make for more effective governmental programs the book is also innovative
in its use of the perspectives of regulated citizens not as a point of judgment but as a means of introducing a constructive new way of thinking about political and administrative boundaries within a
federalist system of governance the book provides relevant context to wider political debates about excessive and duplicative regulatory oversight and will be of interest to environmental policy students
and administrators

American Federalism 1975
this is an open access title available under the terms of a cc by nc nd 4 0 license it is free to read download and share on elgaronline com teaching federalism presents innovative ideas for teaching a
wide variety of key concepts of federalism and federal country cases each chapter introduces a topic explains its place in federalism research and provides learning objectives pedagogical tools and
questions for class discussions student essays and examinations evaluation and reading suggestions are included as well

Federalism 2013-09-09
fiscal federalism refers to the division of fiscal powers powers to tax and spend between different levels of government the european union eu is often seen as a legislative giant on clay feet and one of



the principal reasons for this feebleness is the lack of a significant fiscal capacity at the union level eu fiscal federalism past present future explores ten aspects of the eu s fiscal constitution relating both
to the fiscal limits it imposes on member states and the evolution of its own fiscal policy bringing together an international and distinguished group of scholars this volume analyses the different legal
dimensions of fiscal federalism within the eu from the various aspects of the single market free movement banking union state aid tax harmonisation to the eu s budget and economic and monetary union
the essays provide a fascinating overview of the topic as well as a detailed analysis of where eu fiscal federalism stands today and how it might develop in the future sweeping and thorough eu fiscal
federalism addresses topics vital to maintaining and strengthening the union s fiscal capabilities it will appeal to academics and students of european union law and political economy as well as european
policymakers

Comparative Federalism in Asia 2023-06-23
at a time of unprecedented national power why do so many americans believe that our nationhood is fragile and precarious why the talk among politicians academics and jurists of coups d etat of culture
wars of confederation of constitutional breakdown in this wide ranging book robert nagel proposes a surprising znswer that anxiety about national unity is caused by centralization itself moreover he
proposes that this anxiety has dangerous cultural consequences that are in an implosive cycle pushing the country toward ever greater centralization carefully examining recent landmark supreme court
cases that protect states rights nagel argues that the federal judiciary is not leading and is not likely to lead a revival of the complex system called federalism a robust version of federalism requires
appreciation for political conflict and respect for disagreement about constitutional meaning both values that are deeply antithetical to the court s function that so many believe this most centralized of
our nation s institutions is protecting even overprotecting state power is itself a sign of the depletion of those understandings necessary to sustain the federal system instead of a support for federalism
nagel finds a commitment to radical nationalism throughout the constitutional law establishment he traces this commitment to traditionally american traits like perfectionism optimism individualism and
legalism under modern conditions of centralization these attractive traits are leading to unattractive social consequences including tolerance fearfulness utopianism and deceptiveness they are degrading
our political discourse all this encourages further centralization and further cultural deterioration this book puts the major federalism decisions within the framework of the court s overall record including
its record on individual rights in areas like abortion homosexuality and school desegregation and giving special attention to public debate over privacy and impeachment it places modern constitutional
law in the context of political discourse more generally

Problems and Issues in Administrative Federalism 1992
the resurgence of state involvement in policymaking in recent years has renewed a long standing debate about the most effective role for states within a federal system of government in the dimensions
of federalism william r lowry assesses and examines the responsiveness and innovation of state governments in the area of air and water pollution control policies building a theoretical model that
demonstrates the relationship between state and federal governments lowry combines econometric analysis of data on all fifty states with an in depth study of a leading state in each of four major areas
of pollution policy to conclude that state policymakers will often experiment and willingly improve upon federal pollution control standards but this willingness is tempered he maintains both by a fear of
losing important constituents to interstate competition and by the difficulty of coordinating efforts and disseminating information without the active involvement of the federal government originally
published in 1992 this book continues to be pertinent in a political climate that will inevitably see an increased role for states in domestic policymaking it will be of great interest to students and scholars
of american public policy federalism and environmental politics and policy

American Federalism, Toward a More Effective Partnership 1975
sections include setting the scene old questions or new drivers for change new approaches to federalism and regionalism and new institutions approaching the challenge of reform

Self-Organizing Federalism 2010
federalism in a changing worldcontains the scientific background papers proceedings and plenary speeches presented at the international conference on federalism 2002 held in st gallen switzerland in



august 2002 the three principal topics of the conference were federalism and foreign relations federalism decentralization and conflict management in multicultural societies and assignment of
responsibilities and fiscal federalism the volume comprises texts by more than seventy authors from twenty countries throughout the world contributors include dauda abubakar university of maiduguri
nigeria josé roberto afonso brazilian bank of development brazil giuliano amato vice president of the european convention italy nicholas aroney university of queensland st lucia australia lidija basta
fleiner university of fribourg switzerland richard bird university of toronto canada raoul blindenbacher executive director international conference on federalism 2002 switzerland jean chrétien prime
minister of canada richard crook university of sussex uk bernard dafflon university of fribourg switzerland joseph deiss head of the federal department of foreign affairs switzerland udo diedrichs university
of cologne germany bernhard ehrenzeller bernhard university of st gallen switzerland lars feld university of marburg germany george fernandes minister of defence of the republic of india sergio ferreira
brazilian bank of development brazil thomas fleiner university of fribourg switzerland xóchitl gálvez presidential office for indigenous people united mexican states beat habegger university of st gallen
switzerland nicholas r l haysom wits university and former legal advisor to the president south africa william john hopkins university of hull uk rudolf hrbek university of tübingen germany thomas o
hueglin wilfrid laurier university waterloo canada claude jeanrenaud university of neuchatel switzerland isabelle joumard economics department of the oecd france wlater kälin university of berne
switzerland jakob kellenberger former secretary of state of the federal department of foreign affairs switzerland michael j kelly military law centre department of defence of australia australia rahmatullah
kahn raoul wallenberg institute lund sweden india john kincaid lafayette college usa gebhard kirchgässner university of st gallen switzerland arnold koller former president of the swiss confederation
vojislav kostunica president of the federal republic of yugoslavia yves lejeune catholic university of louvain belgium wolf linder university of berne switzerland giorgio malinverni university of geneva
switzerland tim mccormack university of melbourne australia ruth metzler arnold federal department of justice and police switzerland flora musonda economic and social research foundation tanzania
radmila nakarada institute of european studies belgrade yugoslavia wallace oates university of maryland college park usa luigi pedrazzini conference of cantonal governments switzerland martin
polaschek university of graz austria bob rae forum of federations canada johannes rau president of the federal republic of germany ash narain roy institute of social sciences new delhi india nafis sadik
special advisor to the united nations secretary general and former unfpa executive director pakistan cheryl saunders university of melbourne australia antonin scalia associate justice of the supreme court
of the united states of america benjamin schindler federal office of justice switzerland nicolas schmitt university of fribourg switzerland wolfgang schüssel chancellor of the republic of austria anwar shah
lead economist of the world bank usa pakistan daniel thürer university of zürich switzerland touré toumani president of the republic of mali françois vaillancourt university of montreal canada ricardo
varsano institute for applied economic research rio de janeiro brazil guy verhofstadt prime minister of the kingdom of belgium jürgen von hagen university of bonn germany ronald watts queen s
university kingston canada joseph h h weiler new york university school of law usa and wolfgang wessels university of cologne germany

Creative Federalism 1967
this is the first book to examine the processes of territorial federalization and decentralization of health systems in europe drawing from an interdisciplinary economics public policy and political science
approach it contains key theoretical and empirical features that allow an understanding of when health care decentralization is successful

Creative Federalism 1967
open federalism revisited provides a systematic encompassing assessment of canadian federalism in the harper era offering a fresh perspective in federalism scholarship

American Politics 1993
this edited volume aims to reveal the janus faced character of federalism in the european union federalism appears in two main forms in the eu on the one hand numerous formerly unitary member states
have embarked on a path towards a quasi federal governance structure on the other hand the eu itself is sometimes qualified as a federal system significantly the concept of federalism has a very
different even opposite connotation in both contexts when associated with member state reform federalism is regarded as a technique for accommodating autonomy claims of sub state nations by
contrast when federalism is used as a label for the eu itself it is conceived as a far reaching way of integrating the nations of europe this dual appearance of federalism in the eu context is central to the
structure of the book the first collection of essays addresses the question whether the eu may be described as a federal system and whether it can learn from existing federations in the second set of
contributions the attention shifts to domestic federalisation processes more particularly to the impact of these processes on eu law and vice versa



Revenue Sharing and Its Alternatives, what Future for Fiscal Federalism? 1967
federalism and the tug of war within explores how constitutional interpreters reconcile the competing values that underpin american federalism with real consequences for governance that require local
and national collaboration drawing examples from hurricane katrina climate governance health care reform and other problems of local and national authority author erin ryan demonstrates how the
supreme court s federalism jurisprudence can inhibit effective inter jurisdictional governance by failing to navigate the tensions within federalism itself the constitution s dual sovereignty directive fosters
an ideal set of good governance values including checks and balances accountability local autonomy and local and national synergy that are nevertheless in constant competition this inherent tug of war
is responsible for the epic instability in the court s federalism jurisprudence but it is poorly understood with new conceptual vocabulary to wrestle with old dilemmas ryan traces the development of
federalism s tug of war and proposes innovations to manage judicial legislative and executive efforts with more focus her analysis clarifies how the tug of war is already mediated through balancing
compromise and negotiation she proposes a balanced federalism model that mediates tensions on three separate planes fostering balance among competing federalism values leveraging the functional
capacities of the three branches in interpreting federalism and maximizing the wisdom of both state and federal actors in so doing the new framework better harmonizes values that though in tension
have made the american system of government so effective and enduring

Federalism of Wetlands 2014-07-17
the fiercer the competition to get into college the more schools require that students prove themselves in other ways than sat scores andgrade point averages the more expensive college educations
become the more students take advantage of the opportunity to test out offirst year college courses includes 2 sample tests with full explanations for all answers the princeton review s proven score
raising skills and techniques complete subject review of all the material likely to show up on the ap u s government politics exam

Teaching Federalism 2023-01-03
an appraisal of the limitations on the power of the federal government to eliminate racial discrimination the two parts of the book examine the federal experience first in the enforcement of voting rights
and second in controlling abuses in the administration of justice

EU Fiscal Federalism 2023-08-31

Communications, Taxation, and Federalism 2012

The Implosion of American Federalism 2002-11-28

The Dimensions of Federalism 1991-10



Federalism and Regionalism in Australia 2007-08-01

Federalism in a Changing World 2003

Federalism and Decentralization in European Health and Social Care 2016-01-12

Resources in Education 1998

Open Federalism Revisited 2021-11-08

Federalism in the European Union 2012-09-03

The Future of Federalism in the 1980s 1981

Federalism and the Tug of War Within 2011-11-25

National Problems, Local Solutions, Federalism at Work 1999

Cracking the AP U. S. Government and Politics, 2004-2005 2004

Federalism and Civil Rights 1964
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